PERFECTLY COMPLEMENTS
ANY UNDERFLOOR HEATING
WATER OR ELECTRIC SYSTEM

UNDERFLOOR HEATING

UNDERFLOOR HEATING

DESCRIPTION

DESIGN DATA

Gypsol screed is a high quality free flowing, self

Thermal Conductivity up to 2.5w/m2K (for calculations use the average figure

compacting anhydrite floor screed which offers huge

2.3w/m2K based on norm sand independent tests allowing for testing variance of 4%).

benefits to all aspects of a construction project including

Minimum EPS100 Polystyrene insulation should be used.

to screed installers, builders, underfloor heating
designers, main contractors and clients alike.

Gypsol screed is a perfect complement to any

Pipe spacing to be in accordance with the designers requirements.
Pipes should be secured using clips at minimum 0.5m intervals.
Movement control joints should be placed at spacing no greater than

underfloor heating system whether warm water or

20m and bay sizes should have an aspect ratio no more than 6:1 and a

electric. Gypsol screed has a high thermal

size no greater than 300m2. No reinforcement is required.

conductivity and a high thermal capacity which means

Movement joints should be placed across door thresholds and between independently

that the response time from any system is excellent.

controlled heating zones and between heated and unheated areas of screed.

Additionally, Gypsol screed has great

Additional joints should be considered in areas of high
thermal gain e.g. large conservatories or glass atria.

thermal performance meaning that the
efficiency of a heat source is improved.

INSTALLATION DATA

As the screed is installed to a much thinner depth

The Building envelope should be watertight prior to installation.

than traditional screed more sub screed insulation can

Underfloor heating pipes/cables should be properly secured to

be used offering the ultimate levels of comfort and

avoid flotation during installation of the flowing Gypsol screed.

controllability to your underfloor heating system

An operational Damp Proof Membrane should be placed under any insulation

whilst minimising environmental impact and cost.

and a secondary slip membrane underneath the heating conduits.

TYPICAL SCHEMATIC
Gypsol Screed — minimum
Underfloor heating conduits 25mm cover to conduits

Warm Water Pipes should be pressurised with water in
accordance with BS EN 1264-4:2009
Minimum cover to the tops of the pipes/cables should be 25mm (20mm for Gypsol HTC).

ADDITIONAL PERFORMANCE DATA
Can increase the coefficient of performance of an underfloor heating system.
Self compacts and fully encapsulates heating conduits
eliminating voids and improving thermal transfer. Offers
rapid and controllable heating system optimising
efficiency, response and reducing running costs. Reduced
Polythene slip membrane

DPM

screed depth allows for thicker insulation.

Assists in meeting environmental accreditation for your project.
Insulation

Substrate for illustration

POST INSTALLATION
If required any loose or friable skin should be removed by lightly
sanding using a 60 grit or medium sand paper. The underfloor heating
should be commissioned and run in accordance with the following:
Once the screed is at least 7 days old
1. Switch on the heating system to run at a flow temperature of 25°C,
or the minimum allowable by the system, and leave for three days
2. Increase the flow temperature in 5°C increments per day up to a maximum of 55°C.
Leave at this temperature for a minimum of 3 days (typically 7 days if force drying)

3. Reduce the flow temperature by 5°C per day down to 25°C before
switching off and allowing to cool (typically for 48hours) prior to moisture
testing
Test the screed for residual moisture using an approved test method - independent
tests have concluded that the Carbide Bomb Test is the most accurate test method.
Once dry protect the screed from moisture ingress prior to applying suitable floor coverings.
Bonded floor coverings should be applied using a suitably flexible and
thermally stable adhesive in accordance with the manufacturers instructions.

